
 

 

AliXConnect Framework/Platform  

 

AliXConnect is P2P decentralize blockchain network running on more than 10 dedicated Master 

nodes and hundreds of connected chains around the world providing computational power to 

AliXConnect network for verifying and confirming the network transactions.  These nodes and 

chains are spread on three continents for redundancy.  The network will have 24/7 monitoring 

and RAID 5 redundancy.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AliXConnect network is currently capable of handling 800 transactions per second.  The network 

will be updated to handle over 5,000 transactions per second during Q3 2022.    

Smart Contract Capability and integration  

What is smart contract  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A smart contract is an agreement between two people in the form of computer code. They run on 

the blockchain, so they are stored on a public database and cannot be changed. The transactions 

that take place in a smart contract are processed by the blockchain, which means they can be sent 

automatically without a third party. 



 

 

Smart contracts are automatically executed once the conditions of the agreement are met. This 

means there is no need for a third party, like a bank, a broker, or facilitator. 

With AliXConnect, importers and exporter will be dealing directly without the need of shipping 

agents or financial institutions.  Importer creates an account on AliXConnect and fill out the 

requirement of the product he/she is about to import. Once they are complete with the 

requirement filled out, a smart contract will be coded and created by the AliXConnect and 

executed with a smart contract Address.    

 

 Exporter or the shipping company will receive the smart contract/Call the smart contract 

execution and will review the terms of contract and once agreed they will accept the contract, 

that will bind them digitally in contract and guaranty the payment with AliCoin (ALICN).  That 

will be issued from importer to exporter in confirmation of acceptance of contract  

Once the contract is accepted, the payment will be transferred from importer to exporter 

(issuance AliCoin/ALICN from importer to exporter) eliminating any other institutions or third-

party payment method.  The Shipping company will have all the information regarding the 

product which will eliminates the broker shipping agent’s verifications and requiring documents 

from both.    

Once the product is ready exporter will create and execute smart contract sending to importer 

and supplier.  Once both agreed on content of the smart contract and accept it ownership of the 

goods will be transferred.   



 

 

This entire process will be saved in decentralized blockchain database safely without any chance 

or alteration ever again and can be accessible by all the parties with smart contract address issued 

at the time of deployment of this unique address in the entire Crypto world.   

Because of blockchain technology, we can decentralize smart contracts so that they are fair and 

trustworthy. By decentralizing,  

 

The blockchain is a shared database run by many computers (called 'nodes') belonging to many 

different people. Because of this, not one single person or company has control of it.   Therefore, 

smart contracts can run safely and automatically without anyone being able to change them.  The 

core use for a smart contract would be the automation of some specific processes that would 

otherwise require a middleman 

 

The Network will be upgraded to process any kind of smart contracts but will specifically be 

customized for the IMPORT/EXPORT contracts.  These contracts will have a starting point 

Smart Contract Address.  These contracts cannot be interrupted or diverted, they either reach 

their destinations or return to the sending address.   

 

As in crypto transactions, each contract will undergo several confirmations before they become 

mature and reach the destination (recipient) address.   

 

End User Control panel  

 

To make it specific for Import/Export contracts, AliXConnect will build a specific contract 

model that each contract will include the following attributes that are visible ONLY to the sender 

and receiver:  

- ISF (Optional – This is USA only requirement) 

- Exporter Name (Crypto Address) 

- Importer Name (Crypto Address)  

- Packing List (uploaded file)  

- Number of units 

- Bill of Lading (uploaded file)  

- Declared Price 

- Arrival Notice (Uploaded file) 

- Broker name and address 

- Payment confirmation/Hash in ALICN 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decentralization


 

 

To make it user friendly for the average importer and exporter, AliXConnect will build a user 

portal that users will establish accounts on this portal to be able to send/receive smart contracts. 

Users will receive email/SMS or App notification once they have received any contracts or have 

any waiting contracts in the queue.   

Once logged in, the user will be able to see if they have any received contracts and be able to 

initiate a contract to send to another AliXConnect user.   


